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[57] ABSTRACI‘ 
System of transferring wane-edged boards through a 
control station for edging to detect the wane consistent 
and possibly other characteristics of the board automat 
ically. The board is ?rst aligned automatically by trans 
porting each board separately and sequentially against a 
?rst group of ?xed transversal stops to provide the same 
sawing line for each sequentially fed board; then each is 
moved sequentially from the transversal stops to and 
through a control station where the wane consistent and 
other features may be detected. The information is re 
corded in a data processing unit memory, and then the 
board is transferred to an edging station and aligned 
against a second group of transversely positioned ad 
justable stops. The movable stops are optimized on the 
basis of information supplied by the data processing unit 
based on quantities measured at the control station and 
other information so that each of the boards is trans 
ferred to the same sawing line. The aligned board is 
then charged into an edging machine along a sawing 
line which is predetermined at the control station. 

7 Claims, 1 Drawing Figure 
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SYSTEM FOR TRANSFERRING WANE-EDGED 
BOARDS 

SYSTEM FOR TRANSFERRING WANE-EDGED 
BOARDS 

The invention is concerned with a system for trans 
ferring wane-edged boards through a control station 
before edging thereof in an edging machine. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The transferring of boards automatically through a 
control station before edging is already known in the 
prior art. As an example of such an arrangement, refer 
ence is made to an apparatus disclosed in Swedish pa 
tent publication No. 395,870. According to the disclo 
sure of the aforesaid patent publication, every board is 
transferred in a transversal direction to a measuring 
station; the board is then arrested against stops and the 
board lays still during the optical measuring of wane 
consistent. After obtaining the measuring information, 
the stops are moved away so that the board can be 
further transported in a longitudinal position against 
alignment stops. In alignment stops have been posi 
tioned according to information provided by a data 
processing unit in order to achieve anv optimum result in 
the edging of the board. From alignment stops the 
board is charged into the edging station while at the 
same time the exact or desired edging is maintained in 
accordance with the information provided from the 
data processing unit. 
Some problems exist in connection with the prior art 

system, and these speci?cally are that the prior known 
systems either do not measure the wane consistent as 
rapidly as desired or as accurately as desired. 
The defect of the previously known automatic wane 

consistent measurements is either their inaccuracy or 
their slowness. With the solution proposed by the afore 
mentioned Swedish patent publication, the board’s 
transversal movement is stopped for a period of time 
which is necessary to make the measurement. Further 
more, stopping and again accelerating the board re 
quires its own additional time. It is also to be noted that 
while the board is fed out of the alignment station in the 
longitudinal direction, the next board is only able to 
enter the measurement station when the previous board 
has been moved to a distance away, equal to its own 
length. 

It is therefore an object of the present invention to 
provide a system in which the measurement of the 
wane-edge consistent as well as other features of the 
board lumber are automatically detected while the 
board moves longitudinally through the control station. 
A further object of the invention is to speed up the 

measurement and alignment processes and system of 
wane-edged boards. 
Yet another object of the invention is to provide a 

system in which one board is being checked while an 
other board is being aligned so that both the alignment 
of a following board takes place while a lead board is 
being checked. 

Still another object of the invention is to move a 
board into justaposition with ?xed stops to fix the orien 
tation and form of the board into orthogonal coordi 
nates to continuously move boards through a‘wane 
edge saw without stopping to ascertain the coordinates. 
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SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

According to the invention, a method and system is 
provided in which wane-edged boards are transferred 
through a control station before edging thereof. Each 
board is transferred separately to the control station so 
that the wane consistent and possibly other features of 
the board can be automatically detected, and subse 
quent thereto the board can be automatically aligned in 
accordance with ' the features and characteristics ob 
tained from the control station so as to obtain an opti 
mum result in the edging of the board. 

In accordance with the teachings of the invention, a 
first board is aligned with an alignment station prior to 
being fed into the control station to obtain the wane 
edge information, and while the ?rst board is being fed 
into the control station, a second following board can be 
fed to the alignment station for alignment thereof prior 
to being fed to the control station. Subsequent to obtain 
ing the information from the ?rst board at the control 
station, the ?rst board can be fed to an edging station in 
which the information obtained from the control station 
can be used to position the board in the edging station 
for proper cutting. At this time, the second board can be 
fed to the control station, and a third board will then be 
fed to the alignment station. This process of feeding the 
three boards sequentially takes place without the neces 
sity of stopping the system and the movement or the 
acceleration of the board in the longitudinal direction at 
each of the stages will take place in a continuous and 
tranquil manner. 
The single FIGURE of the drawing illustrates the 

method and system of the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring to the single FIGURE of the drawing, the 
system for transferring wane-edged boards through a 
control station includes an alignment station 10, a con 
trol station 20, an edging station 30, a data processing 
unit 40 coupled with control station 20 and edging sta 
tion 30, and an edger saw 50. 
Alignment station 10 includes a plurality of ?xed 

transversal stops 12 aligned with control station 20, and 
an infeed conveyor system to the control station 20 
comprising an intermediate transfer conveyor 14 for 
conveying boards both longitudinally and transversely. 
Intermediate transfer conveyor 14 includes a conveyor 
system for conveying the boards longitudinally towards 
?xed transversal stops 12 and a longitudinal conveyor 
including rollers 16 for moving the boards longitudi 
nally towards a backstop l8. 
Edging station 30 includes a plurality of adjustable 

transversal stops 32, an intermediate transfer conveyor 
34, rollers 36 and a backstop 38, in a manner similar to 
the alignment station 10 for conveying a board both 
transversely and longitudinally towards the adjustable 
transversal stops 32. 

Control unit 20 includes an output 22 which is applied 
to the data processing unit 40 for feeding into the data 
processing unit information concerning the wane-edge 
consistent, and the data processing unit 40 includes an 
output 42 which is applied to servo units 44 to control 
the adjustable position of adjustable transversal stops 
32. Each adjustable transversal stop 32 is provided with 
its own servo unit 44 which is responsive to the infor 
mation received from the data processing unit 40 to 
position the adjustable stops 32. 
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In the single FIGURE of the drawing, ?ve different 
boards A, B, C, D and E are shown to demonstrate the 
different positions of the boards. Board C is in position 
adjacent to ?xed stops 12 having been conveyed thereto 
by intermediate transfer conveyor 14, and an infeed 
conveyor 24 moves the board C through the control 
station 20 at which time information is derived there 
from for application to the data processing unit 40, and 
then when the board moves out from the control station 
20 it is in the position of board B and has been moved 
out by means of outfeed conveyor 26, After board B is 
moved out of control unit 20 by the outfeed conveyor 
26 it is picked up by the intermediate transfer conveyor 
34 for movement to the adjustable stops 32. After 
proper positioning at the adjustable stops 32, the board 
is moved by means of a saw conveyor 52 to edger saw 
50. 
While the drawing shows various of the conveyors 

and other elements in a schematic form, it will be under 
stood that conventional units are available for these. 
For example, certain parts have also been omitted for 
the sake of clarity, and the system in accordance with 
the invention is adapted to receive the boards after they 
have gone through a preliminary sawing process, and 
the drawing does not include this saw which can be 
either a gang saw or a band saw. 

After the sawing process, the boards are transported 
to the ?rst intermediate transfer conveyor 14. The ?rst 
intermediate transfer conveyor forms a temporary stock 
where any possible minor scrambles present at the saw 
ing process are eliminated. The intermediate transfer 
conveyor 14 also includes the rollers or roller set 16 for 
conveying lumber longitudinally. The purpose of the 
roller set is to transfer one end of each board to the same 
level against the back stop 18. Thereafter, each board is 
transversally moved against the transversal stops 12. If 
the apparatus has several stops 12, it also comprises a 
system which chooses the two most suitable stops for 
each board and the board is stopped against them. 
The board C, as shown in the drawing, which has 

been using the stationary stops 12, is charged through 
the control device 20. The control device 20 comprises 
equipment for detecting, among other things, the wane 
edge. The readings given by the control device are 
transferred to the data processing unit 40 from output 
22 which is used as the information input into data pro 
cessing unit 40. From the control station 20, the board is 
then transferred from the outfeed conveyor 26 to the 
intermediate transfer conveyor 34. At the same time, 
this forms a flexible temporary stock between the con 
trol station 20 and the edger saw 50. The intermediate 
transfer conveyor 34 also includes devices such as roll 
ers 36 for moving boards longitudinally against the 
stationary stop 38. The roller set or rollers 36 are here 
also best used for the transversal conveyor. 
Each board is moved from the intermediate transfer 

conveyor 34 against the adjustable stops 32. The adjust 
able stops 32 are situated in the longitudinal direction of 
the board at places exactly corresponding to those of 
the stops 12. It is principally for this reason, that the 
front ends of the boards are transferred to the same line 
with the intermediate transfer conveyors 14 and 34. The 
position of the adjustable stops is de?ned by the data 
processing unit 40, which optimizes in a desired manner 
both the optimum lumber width and the optimum posi 
tion and direction of the board. In positioning the stops 
32, the data processing unit takes into account other 
qunatities in addition to the wane consistent informa 
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4 
tion, such as the market prices, amount of stocked lum 
ber, etc. Simultaneously, the data processing unit 40 
also controls the functioning of the edger saw 50 so that 
it is always suitably positioned with respect to the indi 
vidual boards. 
The transferring of the boards sideways against the 

stops 12 and 32 can also be carried out in such a manner 
that the boards are moved to vertically moving props or 
to an inclined hauling runway, which transfers the 
boards one by one first to the alignment station and 
further to the infeed conveyor 24. It is desirable that the 
infeed conveyor be a band conveyor and that the main 
tenance of the boards in an exactly correct position on 
the conveyor be ascertained by using reduced pressure 
between the board and the band. 
The bands are moved by the intermediate transfer 

conveyor 14 in the direction of arrow 54 to abut the 
?xed transversal stops 12, and after the board leaves the I‘ 
control station 20, they are moved by the outfeed con 
veyor 26 in direction of arrow 28 to the outfeed inter 
mediate transfer conveyor 34 and moved thereby in the 
direction of arrow 56 towards the adjustable transversal 
stops 32. the stops 32 are transversely movable in the 
direction of doubleheaded arrow 58 to align themselves 
in response to transverse movement by servos 44 based 
on the information from the data processing unit 40. 
The stops 32 are longitudinally aligned relative to each 
other in the same longitudinal arrangement as ?xed 
stops 12. 

In operation of the system, the boards are continu 
ously moved through the control station 20 rather than 
continually. Accordingly, board A starts at the position 
of the board marked E in the drawing, and each individ 
ual board continuously moves through all of the posi 
tions from E to A. At position D, the board is shown as 
being moved into abutment with ?xed back stop 18, and 
in a similar manner, rollers 36 move the board into 
abutment with ?xed stop 38. In the position C, the 
board is moved by the infeed conveyor 24 through the 
control station to the outfeed conveyor 26 at position A 
by means of intermediate transfer conveyor 34 and 
rollers 36. 
What is important is that the measurement of lumber 

takes place while the board continuously moves longi 
tudinally through the control station, and that the board 
is aligned with the transversal stops. 
While there has been shown what is considered to be 

the preferred embodiment various changes and modi? 
cations may be made therein without departing from 
the scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. A system for continuously transferring wane 

edged boards through a control station prior to edging 
to measure the wane edge for a controlled positioning 
of the board prior to the continuous sequential edging 
thereof in an edge saw mechanism, comprising: 

?rst conveyor means to continuously align while 
supplying a plurality of boards sequentially both 
longitudinally and transversely prior to feeding of 
the board through the control station to provide an 
output indicative of the orientation of each board, 

data processing means coupled with said control 
station and responsive to information output 
thereof to store information characteristic of the 
wane consistent of the boards and the orientation 
thereof, and 

second conveyor means adapted separately to receive 
the boards from the control station to align the 
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boards in sequence transversely and longitudinally 
for continously feeding thereof to said edge saw 
mechanism, said second conveyor means including 
adjustable positioning means responsive to the out 
put of said data processing means for controlling 
the optimum alignment of the boards prior to the 
feeding thereof to said edge saw mechanism. 

2. The system as claimed in claim 1 wherein each said 
conveyor means comprises: 

stops adapted for aligning a longitudinal and a trans 
verse edge of the board to ?x the orientation of the 
board into orthogonal coordinates. 

3. The system as claimed in claim 1 or 2, wherein each 
said conveyor means comprises: 

a plurality of aligned stops for aligning a longitudinal 
edge of the board, at least two of said stops being in 
contact with the board edge when fed into the next 
station, 

an intermediate transfer conveyor for moving the 
board in a transverse direction toward said plural 
ity of aligned stops to have the longitudinal edge 
engage at least two of said stops, 

a back stop, and 
a plurality of rollers to move the board in a longitudi 

nal direction towards said back stop while said 
intermediate transfer conveyor moves the board 
toward said plurality of stops, so as to align each 
board transversely and longitudinally. 

4. The system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said 
plurality of stops of said ?rst conveyor means are ?xed, 
and said plurality of stops of said second conveyor 
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6 
means are adjustable and are operatively associated 
with said data processing means for positioning each of 
the boards in accordance with information obtained 
about the wane-edge thereof from said control station, 
said ?rst conveyor means includes an infeed conveyor 
to said control station, and said second conveyor means 
includes an outfeed conveyor from said control station 
for feeding of each board sequentially and continuously 
through said control station. 

5. The system as claimed in claim 3, wherein the 
plurality of stops of said second conveyor means are 
adjustable in the transversal direction, and said plurality 
of adjustable stops are coupled with said control station 
for adjustment responsive to wane-edge information 
concerning the individual board being aligned by said 
adjustable stops. . 

6. The system as claimed in claim 1, wherein each 
said conveyor means includes means to move the 
boards both transversely and longitudinally for align 
ment thereof in the transversal and longitudinal direc 
tions, and longitudinal feed means associated with said 
control unit for feeding the boards continuously 
through said control unit. 

7. The system as claimed in claim 6, wherein said 
longitudinal feed means of said ?rst conveyor means is 
an infeed conveyor adapted to feed aligned boards to 
said control unit, and said longitudinal feed means of 
said second conveyor means is an outfeed conveyor 
adapted to move boards to the transversely and longitu 
dinal moving means of said second conveyor means. 

4‘ * * * 1K 


